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Many-electron systems undergo a collective Larmor precession in the presence of a magnetic field.
In a paramagnetic metal, the resulting spin wave provides insight into the correlation effects gener-
ated by the electron-electron interaction. Here, we use dynamical mean-field theory to investigate
the collective Larmor precession in the strongly correlated regime, where dynamical correlation ef-
fects such as quasiparticle lifetimes and non-quasiparticle states are essential. We study the spin
excitation spectrum, which includes a dispersive Larmor mode as well as electron-hole excitations
that lead to Stoner damping. We also extract the momentum-resolved damping of slow spin waves.
The accurate theoretical description of these phenomena relies on the Ward identity, which guaran-
tees a precise cancellation of self-energy and vertex corrections at long wavelengths. Our findings
pave the way towards a better understanding of spin wave damping in correlated materials.

This version of the article has been accepted for publi-
cation, after peer review but is not the Version of Record
and does not reflect post-acceptance improvements, or
any corrections. The Version of Record is available
online at: http://dx.doi.org/https://doi.org/10.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetization dynamics is a field with great technolog-
ical and scientific importance, with topics ranging from
magnetic data storage [1, 2] to magnetic skyrmions [3],
the ultrafast optical manipulation of magnetism [4, 5]
and the properties of earth’s core [6]. Although magne-
tization dynamics in solids is frequently modeled using
localized magnetic moments [7], it fundamentally origi-
nates from the electrons and their quantum mechanical
delocalization and Coulomb interaction. The description
in terms of immobile moments is a particularly drastic
approximation for metals with itinerant electrons.

The application of an external magnetic field leads to
spin waves in paramagnetic metals. The dispersion re-
lation of the spin wave ωL(q) has a universal value at
zero momentum q = 0, corresponding to the Larmor
precession of the system’s total magnetic moment, while
ωL(q) depends on the interactions and correlations in the
system at finite q [8–12]. In a Fermi liquid, conduction-
electron spin resonance experiments in the presence of a
magnetic field can be used to extract the magnetic Lan-
dau parameters B0, B1 based on this effect [10, 13], which
was a crucial confirmation of Fermi liquid theory for the
alkali metals in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s [11].
Given the current interest in and limited understanding
of non-Fermi liquid behavior in correlated electron sys-
tems [14, 15], similar studies of spin waves in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field have the potential to provide
additional insight.

In addition to the dispersion, there is also the ques-
tion of spin wave damping. For systems with SU(2) spin
symmetry, the uniform Larmor precession is undamped,
so the damping of the associated spin wave should van-
ish at long wavelengths (q → 0) [11], similar to plas-
mons [16]. At finite wavelength (|q| > 0), the collec-
tive mode can be damped by electron-hole excitations
(Stoner/Landau damping [16]) and the finite quasipar-
ticle lifetime of the interacting electrons, i.e., electron-
electron scattering. The latter is a paradigmatic exam-
ple of a correlation effect, making it hard to model ade-
quately.

In this work, we study the magnetization dynam-
ics and damping of spin waves in the Hubbard-Zeeman
model (Fig. 1a). We use Dynamical Mean-Field The-
ory (DMFT) [17, 18] to handle strong correlations while
maintaining the appropriate Ward identities [19–21]. We
show the importance of dynamical correlation effects for
the spin excitation spectrum, leading to changes in the
dispersion and the damping as well as the appearance of
an additional spin wave mode.

RESULTS

Larmor precession A single magnetic moment in an ex-
ternal magnetic field Be⃗z will partially align itself with
the magnetic field, while the in-plane component under-
goes Larmor precession with a characteristic frequency
ωL = B. For a larger system composed of several elec-
trons or magnetic moments, a similar precession occurs
for the total magnetization S⃗T =

∑
a S⃗a. If the Hamil-

tonian without field H0 is SU(2) spin-symmetric, and
H = H0 −BSz

T , then the Heisenberg equation of motion
for the total magnetization and the precession frequency
ωL = B is identical to that of the single moment, in-
dependently of the details of the system (see Methods).
Here, we have incorporated the g-factor into the defini-
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FIG. 1. The Hubbard-Zeeman model. a Electrons on a
lattice with hopping parameter t, Hubbard interaction U and
Zeeman magnetic field B. b Density ⟨N⟩ = ⟨n↑⟩+ ⟨n↓⟩ in the
Hubbard-Zeeman model, calculated using dynamical mean-
field theory (DMFT, blue) and the Hartree approximation (H,
orange). Similarly, the magnetization 2 ⟨Sz⟩ = ⟨n↑⟩ − ⟨n↓⟩ in
DMFT (green) and Hartree (red). Calculations with temper-
ature T = 1/10, magnetic field B = 2 and chemical potential
µ = ±1. c Stoner enhancement of the band splitting. The in-
teraction leads to an enhanced effective Zeeman field Beff and
therefore a larger splitting between the minority (solid blue)
and majority (solid red) bands E↑(k), E↓(k) than in the non-
interacting system (dashed blue and dashed red, respectively),
where k is taken along the Γ-X-M-Γ high-symmetry path.

tion of B and we use h̄ = 1. The Larmor precession is
undamped, a fact that follows directly from the Heisen-
berg equation of motion.

Hubbard model We now consider the single-orbital
Hubbard model on the square lattice, i.e., H0 =
−t

∑
⟨ab⟩,σ c

†
aσcbσ + U

∑
a na↑na↓, where c†aσ creates an

electron on site a with spin σ ∈ {↑, ↓}, caσ is the corre-
sponding annihilation operator, naσ = c†aσcaσ is a num-
ber operator and the sum

∑
⟨ab⟩ goes over pairs of neigh-

boring sites a, b. The local spin operator S⃗a has com-
ponents Sη

a =
∑

σσ′ c†aσσ
η
σσ′caσ′ , where ση, η ∈ {x, y, z}

are the Pauli matrices. The parameter t is the hopping
matrix element and U is the Coulomb repulsion between
electrons on the same site. As U increases, the system
becomes more and more correlated. The bandwidth is 8t
and we use units of energy t = 1. We consider this model
in thermodynamic equilibrium, in the grand canonical
ensemble at fixed temperature T = 1/β, chemical po-
tential µ and magnetic field B. The simulations in the
figures are for T = 1/10 and B = 2. The model is illus-
trated in Fig. 1a. The magnetization dynamics in equilib-
rium is encoded in the spatio-temporal correlation func-
tion χ(t, r) = ⟨Sx(t, r)Sx(0,0)⟩ and its Fourier transform
χ(ω,q), which we call the susceptibility. We look at the
spin components orthogonal to the field since these show
the collective Larmor precession.
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FIG. 2. Moderate correlation. a,b Single-particle spectral
function Aσ(E,k) at a Hubbard interaction U = 4 for chem-
ical potential a µ = 1 and b µ = −1. The associated density
⟨N⟩ and magnetization ⟨Sz⟩ are indicated. c,d Susceptibil-
ity Imχ(ω,q) and damping α(q) = ∂ Imχ(ω,q)/∂ω |ω=0 for
c µ = 1 and d µ = −1. All momenta are taken along the
Γ-X-M-Γ high-symmetry path. Calculations using dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT).

Using DMFT, we can calculate both the susceptibility
defined above and single-particle properties such as the
spectral function Aσ(E,k) and the average density and
magnetization, ⟨N⟩ and ⟨Sz⟩, which are shown in Fig. 1b.
The DMFT calculations take into account (dynamical)
correlation effects such as finite electronic lifetimes, band-
width renormalization and spectral weight transfer, as
well as the associated vertex corrections to the suscep-
tibility. These vertex corrections are needed to satisfy
the Ward identities, an exact relation between single-
particle and two-particle properties. Only approxima-
tions that satisfy the Ward identities are guaranteed to
find the undamped Larmor precession at the correct fre-
quency [19, 21, 22] (see Methods). Essentially, the Ward
identities lead to a precise cancellation of self-energy ef-
fects and vertex corrections for the Larmor precession.
We compare the resulting susceptibility to the Random
Phase Approximation (RPA). Via the Ward identities,
the RPA corresponds to taking into account only static
Hartree shifts in the band structure, and it is therefore
only applicable to weakly correlated systems.

Moderate correlation The electron-electron interaction
U leads to a finite quasiparticle lifetime for electrons away
from the Fermi level, as is visible in the band broadening
in Fig. 2a,b. Furthermore, there is a Stoner enhance-
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FIG. 3. Static mean-field. a,b Hartree approximation for the
band structure at chemical potential µ = 1 and a Hubbard
interaction a U = 4 and b U = 9. Note that the bands are
perfectly sharp in the Hartree approximation, so no color-
bar is shown. The associated density ⟨N⟩ and magnetization
⟨Sz⟩ are indicated. c,d Susceptibility Imχ(ω,q) and damping
α(q) = ∂ Imχ(ω,q)/∂ω |ω=0 for c U = 4 and d U = 9, cal-
culated using the Random Phase Approximation (RPA). All
momenta are taken along the Γ-X-M-Γ high-symmetry path.
Note that α(q) < 10−3 for all momenta in d.

ment of the magnetic field (Fig. 1c), which would be
given by Beff = B + 2U ⟨Sz⟩ in the Hartree approxima-
tion. In fact, this static Hartree mean field overestimates
the Stoner enhancement. A minority electron can be on
a site precisely at the times when there is no majority
electron there. The inclusion of these dynamical correla-
tions reduces the spin polarization ⟨Sz⟩, as is visible in
Fig. 1b. This is a clear sign of the importance of dynam-
ical correlations even at moderate interaction strengths.
Finally, we note the spectral weight transfer away from
the main minority spin band, visible in the spectral func-
tion A↓(E,k) in Fig. 2a,b.

Looking at χ(ω,q), the spin excitation at the Γ-point
(i.e., q = 0) is fixed at the bare Larmor frequency
ωL(0) = B = 2, as required by the Heisenberg equation
of motion and as guaranteed by DMFT’s Ward identi-
ties, see Fig. 2c,d. Universality is lost when moving
away from Γ to finite momenta |q| > 0. As in the
Fermi liquid (see Supplementary Note 1), the Larmor
mode disperses downwards, allowing for a determination
of Landau parameters [10, 13] in principle. At the same
time, the electron-hole continuum emanates at Γ from
the renormalized frequency given by the effective field
Beff = B+2U ⟨Sz⟩. Broadening of the Larmor mode due
to finite electronic lifetimes is allowed for any q ̸= 0, and
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FIG. 4. Strong correlation. a,b Single-particle spectral func-
tion Aσ(E,k) at a Hubbard interaction U = 9 for a µ = 1
and b µ = −1. The associated density ⟨N⟩ and magnetization
⟨Sz⟩ are indicated. c,d Susceptibility Imχ(ω,q) and damping
α(q) = ∂ Imχ(ω,q)/∂ω |ω=0 for c µ = 1 and d µ = −1. All
momenta are taken along the Γ-X-M-Γ high-symmetry path.
Calculations using dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT).

is clearly visible in Fig. 2c,d. Once the Larmor mode and
the electron-hole continuum meet further away from Γ,
the Larmor mode can decay into electron-hole pairs (the
Stoner/Landau damping), and the mode broadens fur-
ther. Deep in the Brillouin zone, there is a rich energy
and momentum structure in χ reflecting the particular
fermiology at a given filling, including low-energy modes
that are indicative of a tendency towards magnetic order-
ing. Our DMFT simulations have a limited energy reso-
lution and cannot resolve the details of these structures,
but they are clearly visible in RPA, see Fig. 3c. At the
same time, RPA does overestimate this tendency towards
magnetic ordering [23], which is reflected in the much
larger low-energy spectral weight in the RPA suscepti-
bilty. Finally, Fig. 2c,d also shows the low-frequency
limit of the susceptibility, α(q), which will be discussed
in more detail below. The relation to spin-wave spectra
in systems with spontaneously broken symmetry [24] is
discussed in Supplementary Note 2.

Strong correlation At larger interaction strengths, the
electronic structure changes qualitatively, as shown in
Fig. 4a,b, becoming reminiscent of a ferromagnetic half-
metal [25]. Due to the large Stoner enhancement of the
magnetic field, no minority electrons are present, visi-
ble as ⟨N⟩ ≈ 2⟨Sz⟩ in Fig. 1b. As a result, the ma-
jority electrons move as free electrons according to their
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non-interacting band structure with very long lifetime
(no band broadening). For the minority electrons on the
other hand, there are both quasiparticle states which are
shifted to high energies due to the Stoner enhanced field,
and states just above the Fermi level where the minority
and majority electrons move coherently so as to avoid
doubly-occupying a site. The electron-electron interac-
tion also leads to scattering and thus to a finite lifetime
of the minority electrons (band broadening). The pre-
cise structure of these features in the minority spectral
function depends strongly on the chemical potential µ,
which controls the filling of the majority band. A wider
set of Hubbard interaction strengths is shown in Supple-
mentary Note 3.

Studying χ(ω,q) in Fig. 4c for µ = 1, two electron-hole
continua are visible close to Γ. One of them emanates
from the expected high energy given by the effective mag-
netic field Beff, while the one at lower energy originates
from transitions between the majority band and the lower
minority band. Thus, the spectral weight transfer at the
single-particle level is reflected in the spin susceptibility,
similar to the observation for plasmons [20]. The appear-
ance of this additional branch is an entirely dynamical
correlation driven effect that is beyond Hartree and the
corresponding RPA. For µ = −1 in Fig. 4b,d, the high-
energy branch of the minority single-particle spectrum is
very weak, and as a result there are also no high-energy
excitations in the susceptibility at Beff ≈ 6.3.

Although U = 9 is clearly outside the formal range of
applicability of RPA, it is worthwhile to consider how
RPA fails by comparing Figs. 3d and 4c. The RPA
incorrectly predicts an extremely sharp Larmor mode
throughout the Brillouin Zone. The reason for this is
that RPA only contains damping from electron-hole ex-
citations and it overestimates the energy of the minority
electrons substantially, since the Hartree band structure
lacks the lower minority branch.

Weak correlation For very small values of U , RPA is
known to be accurate and the comparison of RPA and
DMFT can be used to assess the quality of the DMFT
calculations. Fig. 5 shows that both methods indeed give
qualitatively similar results: low energy spectral weight
in large parts of the Brillouin Zone except close to M,
a maximum energy ω ≈ 6 at X and one upwards and
one downwards dispersing mode close to Γ. Note that
the Stoner enhancement 2U ⟨Sz⟩ is so small that it is
not possible to observe the splitting between the Larmor
mode and the electron-hole continuum in either figure.
We have a much better energy (and momentum) resolu-
tion in RPA, which makes it possible to resolve the sharp
features that characterize electronic quasiparticles with a
very long lifetime. Note that U > 0, so DMFT already
contains some finite lifetime effects and should not be
expected to match the RPA exactly.

Damping of slow modes Low-energy (slow) magneti-
zation dynamics can be described using the Landau-
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FIG. 5. Weak correlation. Imχ(ω,q) and damping α(q) =
∂ Imχ(ω,q)/∂ω |ω=0 for a dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT) and b the random-phase approximation (RPA),
both at Hubbard interaction U = 1 and chemical potential
µ = −1. The density ⟨N⟩, magnetization ⟨Sz⟩, susceptibility
and damping are similar in both approaches. Note that we
are able to perform the RPA calculations with much higher
energy resolution. All momenta are taken along the Γ-X-M-Γ
high-symmetry path.

Lifshitz-Gilbert equation [7], which contains the Gilbert
damping as a parameter. In general, the Gilbert damp-
ing can be nonlocal, although it frequently assumed to
be local (q-independent) for convenience. To connect
magnetization dynamics to first-principles calculations,
it is necessary to extract the damping parameter from
an electronic model. Several mechanisms contribute to
the damping of low-energy modes in real materials, in-
cluding spin-orbit coupling, coupling to the lattice and
impurities, decay of spin waves into electron-hole excita-
tions and finite electronic lifetimes. In our model, there is
no spin-orbit coupling or coupling to the lattice or impu-
rities by construction, which gives us a clear view on the
physics of electron-hole excitations and finite electronic
lifetimes. We should stress that spin-orbit coupling is
the main damping mechanism for spin waves in many
magnetic materials and can in principle be included in
multi-orbital DMFT calculations. To connect our elec-
tronic model to slow magnetization dynamics [26–28], we

study α(q) = ∂ Imχ(ω,q)
∂ω |ω=0, which is shown below the

color maps in the Imχ(ω,q) figures. Note that we show
α(q) on a logarithmic scale with a lower cut-off at 10−3.

Starting with the weakly correlated system, Fig. 5
shows quantitative agreement of α(q) between DMFT
and RPA. Since RPA is known to be accurate in this
regime, this provides confidence in the numerical meth-
ods used to extract α(q) from the analytically contin-
ued DMFT spectra. At this small value of U , α(q) is
relatively flat in a large part of the Brillouin Zone and
quickly drops close to Γ. In RPA, the damping of slow
modes α(q) is non-zero when the transferred momenta q
connects the minority and majority Fermi surfaces (see
Supplementary Figure 2), since that is where electron-
hole damping at ω = 0 is possible. For larger values of
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U , α(q) becomes more momentum-dependent, i.e., less
local. We find that the RPA does not describe α(q) in
moderately and strongly correlated systems accurately.
It underestimates the damping by electron-hole excita-
tions since it puts the electron-hole continuum too far
way. At strong coupling, it also completely lacks the
lower electron-hole excitation branch. As a result, at
U = 9, the RPA predicts a negligible damping of slow
modes even though the DMFT calculation shows a sub-
stantial damping deep in the Brillouin Zone. At moder-
ate correlation strength, U = 4, the RPA overestimates
the tendency towards magnetic ordering and thereby also
α(q). For additional analysis of the structure of α in real-
space see Supplementary Note 4.

Energy scales For clarity, we have illustrated the Lar-
mor precession in situations where the Zeeman splitting
is smaller than but comparable to the electronic band-
width. In practice, the Bohr magneton µB = 5 · 10−5

eV/T leads to sub-meV Larmor frequencies at realistic
magnetic field strengths, substantially below the relevant
electronic bandwidth in conventional materials. For that
reason, the magnetization dynamics and electronic dy-
namics can frequently be considered as decoupled phe-
nomena. On the other hand, extremely narrow bands
can be created in artificial superlattices, such as twisted
bilayer graphene [29], transition metal dichalcogenide bi-
layers [30–32], and fermions in optical lattices [33]. These
systems are promising experimental platforms for study-
ing the collective Larmor precession and the electron-hole
continua.

DISCUSSION

We have studied the collective Larmor precession of
correlated electron systems in the presence of a Zeeman
field. A comparison of RPA and DMFT calculations
shows that dynamical correlation effects are crucial in
the moderate and strong correlation regime, for the dis-
persion and damping of the spin excitations as well as
for the single-particle spectrum. The damping is due to
a combination of Stoner damping by electron-hole exci-
tations (present but underestimated in RPA), finite elec-
tronic lifetimes and vertex corrections (both correlation
effects beyond RPA). The DMFT susceptibility, however,
can describe all of these effects, since it satisfies the Ward
identities. The resulting damping of slow modes by elec-
tronic excitations is strongly momentum-dependent.

Current state of the art calculations of the damping of
slow modes in the spin dynamics are restricted to static
mean-field approximations [7, 28]. For this level of the-
ory the torque-torque correlator approach [34] is appli-
cable for damping of spatially uniform spin excitations,
i.e. at small momenta (|q| ≈ 0). However, in several
canonical systems like Fe and Ni many-body correlations
beyond static mean-field are important [6, 35, 36] and

they drastically influence the Gilbert damping [28]. To
account for these effects, ad hoc quasi-particle lifetimes
have been introduced in the calculation of the mean-field
torque-torque correlator [28, 34, 37]. Formally this is
equivalent to a calculation using the random phase ap-
proximation where only the bubble susceptibility is in-
dependently modified to account for many-body effects
on the single-particle level. However, this completely ne-
glects vertex corrections on the two-particle level, which
are a priori just as important, and breaks the Ward iden-
tities. It also does not take into account the splitting of
the minority electron spectral function. These facts hin-
der quantitative calculations of the contribution of elec-
tronic processes to the Gilbert damping when electronic
correlations are important.

For correlated metals like Fe and Ni, the quantita-
tive calculation of Gilbert damping due to electron-
electron scattering requires a consistent treatment of
single-particle and two-particle correlation effects. In
fact, a perfect cancellation of the two effects occurs in
the long-wavelength limit, as a consequence of the Ward
identities. Hence, we conjecture that DMFT, which satis-
fies the Ward identity, is able to describe Gilbert damping
due to electron-electron scattering accurately. A full ac-
count of Gilbert damping needs to take into account spin-
orbit coupling as well, since it is the dominant mechanism
at long wavelengths and survives in the limit q → 0.
Spin-orbit coupling can be taken into account in DMFT,
so a generalization of the current set-up to multiorbital
systems is able to incorporate this mechanism.
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METHODS

Dynamical Mean-Field Theory calculations

The numerical calculations in this work are based on
the Toolbox for Research on Interacting Quantum Sys-
tems (TRIQS) [38] and the Two-Particle Response Func-
tion toolbox (TPRF) [39]. The DMFT self-consistency
cycle was performed using continuous time hybridiza-
tion expansion quantum Monte Carlo [40–43] as imple-
mented in TRIQS [44], while the two-particle correla-
tion functions of the impurity model were calculated
with worm sampling [45, 46] using the Wien/Würzburg
strong coupling solver (W2Dynamics) [47]. Worm sam-
pling is needed to get access to the full orbital structure
of the correlation functions. Based on these ingredients,
we calculate the DMFT lattice susceptibility [18, 48–
53], using an efficient implementation [54] of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation to improve the frequency convergence.
This implementation corresponds to the dual boson ver-
sion of the DMFT susceptibility [19, 55], generalized
to systems with inequivalent orbitals, and is called the
dual Bethe-Salpeter equation (DBSE). This formalism
uses the impurity susceptibility χimp(ωm), which in prin-
ciple can be sampled in the worm CTHYB, but that
turned out to be difficult to measure with sufficient ac-
curacy due to ergodicity problems, especially at low fre-
quency. Fortunately, χ(ωm,0) is known exactly (see be-

low). Figure 6 shows the mismatch between the calcu-
lated and analytical susceptibility due to the uncertainty
in χimp. We introduce a momentum-independent correc-
tion, χcorrected(ω,q) = χ(ω,q)+χanalytical(ω,0)−χ(ω,0)
to enforce the exact result at q = 0. This procedure is
similar in spirit to the correction applied by Niyazi et
al. [24], although χanalytical is different in this case.

A momentum discretization of 16 × 16 is used for the
DMFT and DMFT-DBSE calculations, which is sufficient
for the chosen parameter regime. The single-particle
spectral function Aσ(E,k) is plotted on a denser mo-
mentum grid for visual purposes, this momentum-grid
conversion is possible since Σ is local in DMFT.

We note that the calculations presented here take place
above Tc, so DMFT’s problems with low-temperature
spurious ordering [56] (at B = 0) are not an issue. We
checked that the leading eigenvalues of the DBSE are
below unity to ensure that no ordering phase transition
takes place.

The final part of the calculation is the maximum
entropy (MaxEnt) analytical continuation [57] of the
susceptibility χcorrected(ωm,q) and the single-particle
Green’s function from Matsubara to real frequency. For
this, we use the Python package for analytic continuation
(ana cont) [58]. Analytical continuation from Matsubara
to real frequency data is an intrinsically hard computa-
tional problem and many methods to perform the con-
tinuation have been discussed in the literature, also for
susceptibilities (i.e., bosonic functions) [59–61]. The re-
sult of an analytical continuation is in some sense only
the most probable result consistent with the Matsubara
data. Here, we have performed MaxEnt continuation
with an automatic tuning of the hyperparameter, as im-
plemented in ana cont. A constant noise amplitude 10−3

is assumed for the susceptibility (10−2 for the spectral
function), results were checked to be qualitatively stable
under variation of this parameter. A flat default model
was assumed.

It is useful to discuss which features in our analyt-
ically continued spectra can be relied upon and which
properties are more uncertain. Analytical continuation
is especially difficult when the Matsubara data is subject
to statistical noise, as in our DMFT calculations. Here,
we have the advantage that we know the analytical form
at q = 0 and we have used this to remove the dominant
Monte Carlo uncertainty (see above). Thereby, we re-
cover the expected sharp Larmor peak at q = 0. We also
observe the correct number of spin excitation branches
based on the single-particle spectra. The continuation at
different momenta is performed independently, and the
lack of discontinuities is a good sign for the quality of
the continuation. On the other hand, the continuation
is likely to blur sharp structures within a region of fi-
nite spectral weight, making it hard to identify possible
splitting within the collective modes [62] that has been
discussed for charge fluctuations in the Hubbard model.
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Analytical continuation is known to be more reliable at
low energies than at high energies. This makes the ex-
traction of α(q) relatively safe. On the other hand, in
Fig. 4b at µ = −1, very diffuse high-energy weight is
observed in A↓(E,k) and no spectral weight is observed
in Imχ(ω,q) in Fig. 4d. Given the limitations of ana-
lytical continuation, it is hard to rule out that the true
Imχ(ω,q) at these parameters has a small amount of
high-energy spectral weight.

Random Phase Approximation calculations

We have also calculated the susceptibility in the RPA.
This takes into account the Hartree renormalization of
the band structure and the corresponding static, un-
renormalized vertex only, making it inapplicable in the
strongly correlated regime. It has the advantage that ex-
act, high-resolution simulations can be done easily, so it
is valuable as a reference. DMFT, on the other hand, in-
cludes local dynamical correlations, including finite elec-
tronic lifetime effects and a local dynamical vertex, so
it can describe the strong correlations that we are inter-
ested in here. DMFT simulations are computationally
more expensive and require analytical continuation (see
above), substantially limiting the attainable energy res-
olution. We note that both the RPA and DMFT sus-
ceptibilities satisfy the Ward identities, which guaran-
tees exact relations at long wavelengths, where Larmor
precession takes place. Supplementary Note 1 contains a
study of the homogeneous electron gas using RPA, which
clearly illustrated the physical content of the approxima-
tion.

Larmor precession

General properties of many-body Larmor precession in
the presence of a Zeeman field have been studied in sev-
eral works, see, e.g., Refs. [11, 12, 22]. Here, we provide
the necessary derivations in a form that closely matches
the DMFT results presented in this work.

For a lattice model, Larmor precession in the presence
of a Zeeman field occurs for the total magnetization S⃗T =∑

a S⃗a, where S⃗a is the spin on site a and the sum runs

over the entire lattice. We consider a Hamiltonian Ĥ =
Ĥ0−BŜz

T , whereH0 is the SU(2) symmetric Hamiltonian
without the field, we have incorporated the g-factor into
the definition of B, and h̄ = 1. The Heisenberg equation
of motion for the total magnetization ⟨S⃗T ⟩ is identical to

that of a single magnetic moment

d

dt

〈
Ŝx
T

〉
= i

〈
[Ĥ, Ŝx

T ]
〉
= −iB

〈
[Ŝz

T , Ŝ
x
T ]
〉
= B

〈
Ŝy
T

〉
,

d

dt

〈
Ŝy
T

〉
= −B

〈
Ŝx
T

〉
,

d2

dt2

〈
Ŝx
T

〉
= −B2 ⟨Sx

T ⟩ , (1)

giving the precession frequency ωL = B. Note that the
relation ωL = B for the precession of the total magneti-
zation is completely independent of the total number of
electrons, the lattice structure and the Coulomb interac-
tion between the electrons.
In this work, we study many-electron systems on a lat-

tice at finite temperature, i.e., in a statistical ensemble.
For such a statistical ensemble, ⟨Sx⟩ = 0 at any time by
symmetry. The Larmor precession is visible in the peri-
odicity of the time-dependent spin correlation function.
Since the total spin ST precesses with the same frequency
ωL in all the members of the ensemble, the dynamical to-
tal spin-total spin correlation function has a single sharp,
undamped mode at the frequency ω = ±ωL = ±B.
Since it relates to the total spin, the Larmor mode

is visible at the momentum q = 0 of the dynamical,
momentum-dependent susceptibility. We use the general
notation χAB(ω,q) = ⟨AB⟩ω,q − δωδq ⟨A⟩ ⟨B⟩ to denote
susceptibilities corresponding to different observables A,
B. We use both real frequencies ω and Matsubara fre-
quencies iωm, for the retarded and Matsubara correlation
functions, respectively. In the main text, A = B = Sx

and the superscript is dropped for clarity. We also note
that χ is sometimes defined with an overall minus sign
e.g., Giuliani and Vignale [16] or Krien et al., [21], which
requires some care when comparing formulas with the
literature.
The exact form of the dynamical spin susceptibility at

q = 0 is [22]

χSxSx

(ω,0) =
B ⟨Sz⟩
B2 − ω2

, (2)

χSxSy

(ω,0) = − iω ⟨Sz⟩
B2 − ω2

. (3)

The location of the two poles in the complex ω plane is
known from the equation of motion, and their residue will
be derived below using formulas for the large-frequency
asymptotics. Both expressions are exact, since they are
derived from the equation of motion without approxima-
tion. They depend explicitly on B and implicitly on all
other system parameters via ⟨Sz⟩, which only determines
the overall magnitude. Note that there is no discontinu-
ous δω contribution [19, 63] to χSxSx

, since Sx is not a
conserved quantity in the presence of a Zeeman field. For
q ̸= 0, the equation of motion generates additional terms
[H0, S

x
q], which leads to a dispersion relation ωL(q) that

is sensitive to details of the system [11].
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Larmor precession: Magnitude of susceptibility

The frequency structure of the Larmor precession fol-
lows directly from the equation of motion. Here, we
derive the magnitude of the susceptibility in the Mat-
subara formalism. The susceptibility is known to de-
cay algebraically at large Matsubara frequencies and the
prefactors of this asymptotic decay are given by com-
mutation relations [21, 64]. For a general susceptibil-
ity χAB , the leading asymptotic Matsubara decay (first
moment) is determined by the commutator [A,B], i.e.,
iωmχAB(iωm) → ⟨[A,B]⟩ for |ωm| → ∞. The relevant
case for us is [Sx, Sy] = iSz,

χSxSy

(iωm,0)
|ωm|→∞

= ⟨Sz⟩ /ωm. (4)

For χSxSx

and χSzSz

, where A = B, this commutator
vanishes and the next term in the asymptotic expansion
is (iωm)2χAB(iωm) → −⟨[[A,H], B]]⟩. Since H appears
linearly, the high frequency tail coefficient can be de-
composed into contributions from the interaction, the
dispersion and the Zeeman field. In the present case,
the interaction does not contribute, while the disper-
sion leads to a coefficient related to ∂2ϵk/∂k

2 and is the
same for χSxSx

and χSzSz

. This term is q-dependent
with a vanishing value at q = 0. Finally, the Zee-
man field is not relevant for χSzSz

but is relevant for
χSxSx

, where it creates a local term (independent of
q). Since this is the only contribution at q = 0, using
[[Sx,−BSz], Sx] = iB[Sy, Sx] = BSz, we get

(iωm)2χSxSx

(iωm,0)
|ωm|→∞

= −B ⟨Sz⟩ . (5)

Higher-order moments of the susceptibility are obtained
by inserting additional commutators with the Hamilto-
nian, i.e.,

[[[Sx, H], H], Sx] = B2[[[Sx, Sz], Sz], Sx] = 0 (6)

[[[[Sx, H], H], H], Sx] = −B3[[[[Sx, Sz], Sz], Sz], Sx]

= −B3(−i)[[[Sy, Sz], Sz], Sx]

= −B3[[Sx, Sz], Sx]

= −B3(−i)[Sy, Sx]

= B3Sz. (7)

Since the only non-commuting part of the Hamiltonian is
−BSz, every additional commutator leads to a switch be-
tween Sx and Sy and a factor +i or −i. Thus, for χSxSx

,
only the odd commutators survive and the moment-
expansion is

χSxSx

(iωm,0) = −B ⟨Sz⟩
(iωm)2

∞∑
M=0

B2M

(iωm)2M

= − B ⟨Sz⟩
(iωm)2 −B2

. (8)

By analytical continuation iωm → ω, this completes the
proof of Eq. (2).
Note that the magnitudes of χSxSx

and χSxSy

are
linked, since the corresponding observables are governed
by the coupled differential equations in Eq. (1). Using
2Sx = S+ + S−, 2iSy = S+ − S−, Eq. (2) implies
that χ−+(ω,0) and χ+−(ω,0) each have a single sim-
ple pole, at ω = +ωL = +B and ω = −ωL = −B, re-
spectively. These two susceptibilities are related by time-
reversal symmetry and B 7→ −B. The commutation re-
lation [S+, S−] = 2Sz constrains the instantaneous two-
particle correlation functions (that is, the integral over ω
of Eq. (2)) in terms of the one-particle expectation value
⟨Sz⟩, and gives a simple explanation for the appearance
of ⟨Sz⟩ on the right-hand side of Eq. (2).

Larmor precession: limits

It is useful to verify Eq. (2) in several relevant limits,
see also the discussion in Refs. [22, 24]. The limit ω → 0
of a dynamic susceptibility is the linear response to an
applied field. Here, starting with Bêz and applying a
small field δB êx does not change the magnitude of the
field to linear order in δB, but it changes its orientation
to Bêz + δBêx, again keeping terms to linear order in
δB only. The magnetization will follow this orientation,

so δ⟨Sx⟩ = δB
B ⟨Sz⟩. In other words, d⟨Sx⟩

dBx
= ⟨Sz⟩

B =

χSxSx

(0,0), consistent with Eq. (2).
If we now take the limit B → 0, we recover

χSxSx

(0,0) = d⟨Sz⟩
dB = χSzSz

(0,0), as expected since the
Hamiltonian is SU(2) symmetric in this limit and we
are considering a paramagnetic state. Furthermore, the
poles in χSzSz

move towards the real axis and at B = 0,
χSzSz

(ω,0) ∝ δω as usual for a conserved quantity.

Hartree and RPA

The susceptibility in the non-interacting model is given
by the Lindhard bubble, for the spin-flip channel it is

χ̂−+
0 (ω,q) =

∑
k

n↓
k+q − n↑

k

ω − E↓
k+q + E↑

k

. (9)

At q = 0, the denominator simplifies to E↓−E↑ = B in-
dependent of k, so the momentum sum can be performed
to give χ̂−+

0 (ω,q = 0) = −2 ⟨Sz⟩ /(ω−B). By symmetry,
χ+−
0 (ω,q = 0) = +2 ⟨Sz⟩ /(ω − B), giving the expected

result

χ̂SxSx

0 (ω,q = 0) =
χ̂−+
0 + χ̂+−

0

4
=

B ⟨Sz⟩
B2 − ω2

, (10)

χ̂SxSy

0 (ω,q = 0) =
χ̂−+
0 − χ̂+−

0

4i
=

−iω ⟨Sz⟩
B2 − ω2

. (11)
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The effect of the Hubbard interaction at weak cou-
pling can be studied within the Hartree approximation,
which is exact to linear order in the interaction (the Fock
self-energy is zero in the Hubbard model). The Hartree
self-energy states that the electrons feel an effective ad-
ditional on-site potential given by the density of the op-
posite spin, Σσ = U ⟨n−σ⟩. The corresponding enhance-
ment of the band splitting is ∆BH = 2U ⟨Sz⟩, leading to
a larger magnetization. This is essentially just the Stoner
mechanism [7, 16, 25]. Note that this system of equations
has to be solved self-consistently.

The Random Phase Approximation provides us
with the dynamical susceptibilities associated with the
Hartree single-particle energies. Due to the enhanced
band splitting, χ̂−+

0 has its pole at ω = B+2U ⟨Sz⟩ > ωL.
The RPA susceptibility, written in a tensor formalism,
is calculated from the Lindhard bubble via the Bethe-
Salpeter equation χ̂(ω,q) = χ̂0(ω,q) + χ̂0(ω,q) ∗ Û ∗
χ̂(ω,q), where χ0 is the Lindhard bubble. Importantly,
the RPA also does not couple different momenta, so the
analysis only requires the Lindhard bubble at q = 0. The
χ−+ channel does not couple to other channels and the
Hubbard interaction enhances the magnetic susceptibil-
ity (Stoner enhancement).

The solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation is

χ̂(ω,q) = χ̂0(ω,q)×
[
1̂− Û χ̂0(ω,q)

]−1

,

1̂− Û χ̂0(ω,q = 0)
χ−+

→ 1− U
−2 ⟨Sz⟩

ω − (B + 2U ⟨Sz⟩)

=
ω −B − 2U ⟨Sz⟩+ 2U ⟨Sz⟩

ω −B − 2U ⟨Sz⟩

=
ω −B

ω −B − 2U ⟨Sz⟩ , (12)

χ−+(ω,q = 0) =
−2 ⟨Sz⟩

ω −B − 2U ⟨Sz⟩ ×
ω −B − 2U ⟨Sz⟩

ω −B

=
−2 ⟨Sz⟩
ω −B

. (13)

The final result for χ̂ indeed has a simple pole at the
correct frequency ωL = B and with the appropriate
residue required by the equation of motion. The correct
result arises from a cancellation between single-particle
renormalization and vertex corrections. This cancellation
holds more generally, as shown below.

Ward identity and Larmor frequency

In general, the Bethe-Salpeter equation is a matrix
equation in fermionic frequency and momentum space.
In the RPA, the frequency dependence is trivial: the ver-
tex is frequency-independent and the electronic propa-
gators have the form of non-interacting electrons in the
effective Hartree potential. In that case, the frequency
sums can be performed analytically to give the Lindhard

bubble. In DMFT, both the bubble χ̂0 and the vertex Γ̂
are matrices in fermionic frequency space and analytical
treatment of the susceptibility is generically hard. How-
ever, it is known that DMFT satisfies the Ward identities
and this is sufficient to derive q = 0 properties of the sus-
ceptibility [19, 21], including the Larmor frequency [22].

The Ward identities express the relation between one-
particle and two-particle correlation functions that has to
be satisfied according to the Heisenberg equation of mo-
tion. Here, we follow the derivation given in Appendix A
of Krien et al. [21], which can be generalized to systems
with a Zeeman field by putting spin labels on the Green’s
function and dispersion in Eq. (A6) of Krien et al. [21],
and by noting that their X corresponds to our −χ̂. Be-
low, ν and ω are Matsubara frequencies. Note that the
Zeeman field acts as a single-particle term, so [ρ,Hint]
still vanishes for the relevant susceptibility. Thus, the
resulting Ward identity is

G↓
ν+ω,k+q −G↑

ν,k = −
∑
k′,ν′

χ̂−+
νν′ω,kk′q

[
ϵ↓k′+q − ϵ↑k′ − iω

]
.

(14)

We get our desired result for the Larmor frequency by
setting q = 0 and summing over k and ν. On the left-
hand side, the momentum and frequency sums generate
expectation values, i.e.,

∑
kν G

↑
k,ν = ⟨n↑⟩, while on the

right-hand side ϵ↓k′+q − ϵ↑k′ = B. Altogether,

⟨n↓⟩ − ⟨n↑⟩ = −χ−+(iω,0)× [B − iω] (15)

χ−+(iω,0) = − 2 ⟨Sz⟩
iω −B

(16)

Thus, any approximation that satisfies the Ward iden-
tities has the correct Larmor frequency. This includes
both RPA and DMFT.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: LARMOR PRECESSION IN STRONGLY CORRELATED ITINERANT
ELECTRON SYSTEMS

Supplementary Note 1: Homogeneous electron gas

For the homogeneous electron gas, the Random Phase Approximation is analytically tractable. We consider electrons
with kinetic energy k2/2m, subject to a contact interaction Uδr,r′ in the magnetic channels. The correlation functions
for non-interacting electrons are given by the usual Lindhard formula [16], with minor modifications due to the
presence of the Zeeman field B (see below): First, the energies in the spin-flip channel are shifted by B. Secondly,
kF↑ and kF↓ should be distinguished. Upon adding the contact interaction U in the relevant magnetic channels, kF↑
and kF↓ have to be found self-consistently, taking into account the Hartree shift of the bands due to the occupation
of the opposite spin.

The resulting susceptibility χSxSx

(ω,q) is shown in Supplementary Figure 1. It shows several of the essential
features of magnetic correlation functions in the presence of a Zeeman field. There is a sharp Larmor mode with
frequency ωL = B at q = 0, as expected from the Heisenberg equation of motion. In addition, there is a electron-hole
(Stoner) continuum at that goes towards the Hartree-renormalized band splitting ω = Beff = B + 2U ⟨Sz⟩ as q → 0,
but the associated intensity necessarily vanishes in this limit. At a finite q∗, the Larmor mode meets the electron-hole
continuum and becomes completely damped. Then, at q = kF↑ − kF↓, the electron-hole continuum reaches zero
frequency and limχ(ω,q)/ω becomes finite, which is the quantity used to determine the Gilbert damping α(q). It
remains finite up to q = kF↑ + kF↓. The fermiology behind these momentum cut-offs is illustrated in Supplementary
Figure 2.

We continue with the actual calculation. The susceptibility of the homogeneous electron gas, as shown in Fig. 1,
can be evaluated analytically in the usual way. Following Giuliani and Vignale (chapters 4 and 5 in Ref. 16, note that

U = 2.5

0 0.5q0

1

ω

B = 0.4
Beff

a

U = 7.5

0 0.5q0

1

ω

B = 0.4

Beff

b

Im χ(q,ω)

0 10

0 3q0

6
lim

ω
→
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Im

χ
(q
,ω

)/
ω

U = 2.5
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c

Supplementary Figure 1. Spin susceptibility of the homogeneous electron gas. The spin susceptibility χSxSx

of the homogeneous
electron gas with Zeeman field B, in the Random Phase Approximation. The Larmor frequency ωL = B and Beff are indicated by
a small horizontal markers. Enhancing the interaction strength makes the Larmor mode less dispersive and moves the electron-
hole continuum to higher energies, resulting in a larger momentum range where the mode is visible and weakly damped. The
damping is quantified in the third panel by plotting Imχ(ω, q)/ω for several small values of ω, ω ∈ [10−3, 2 · 10−3]. All curves
are on top, showing that convergence with respect to ω has been reached. Note that one should also take η ≪ ω. The damping
is finite when kF↑ − kF↓ < q < kF↑ + kF↓ (marked by arrows), where zero energy electron-hole excitations are possible. Since
the kFσ are determined self-consistently, they depend on U , as shown by the comparison of the two curves. Furthermore, the
interaction enhances the damping.
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kF↑

kF↓
q+

q−

Supplementary Figure 2. Minimal (q−) and maximal (q+) transferred momenta for zero-energy excitations. These determine

the boundaries of the region where limω→0 χ
SxSx

(ω, q)/ω ̸= 0. They are given in terms of the Fermi wavevectors kF↑, kF↓

we use the sign convention χ = −⟨nn⟩ here to be consistent with the reference), we start with

χ−+
0 (ω,q) =

∫
d3k

n↓,k+q − n↑,k
ω + iη − ϵ↓,k+q + ϵ↑,k

(17)

Now, we split up the integral according to the numerator and change variables k → −k− q in the first term,

χ−+
0 (ω,q) =

∫
d3k

n↓,−k

ω + iη − ϵ↓,−k + ϵ↑,−k−q
+

∫
d3k

n↑,k
−ω − iη + ϵ↓,k+q − ϵ↑,k

(18)

Next, we insert ϵ↓,k = ϵk +B/2, ϵ↑,k = ϵk −B/2, where ϵk is the dispersion without a magnetic field.

χ−+
0 (ω,q) =

∫
d3k

n↓,−k

ω −B + iη − ϵ−k + ϵ−k−q
+

∫
d3k

n↑,k
−ω +B − iη + ϵk+q − ϵk

(19)

From here on, one can proceed as usual, writing ϵk+q − ϵk = q2/2m + kq cos(θ)/m, with θ the angle between q and
k. The factor n↑,k picks out a spherical volume with spin-dependent radius kFσ. All dimensionful constants can be

pulled out and the resulting integral over θ and |k| leads to the special function Ψd(z) = z/2 + 1−z2

4 log z+1
z−1 in three

dimensions. Thus, the presence of the Zeeman field only leads to the replacement ω → ω−B and a different value of
kFσ for the two spin flavors. The final result is

χ−+
0 (ω,q) =

N↑(0)kF↑
q

Ψd

(
ω −B + iη

kF↑q
− q

2kF↑

)
− N↓(0)kF↓

q
Ψd

(
ω −B + iη

kF↓q
+

q

2kF↓

)
(20)

χ+−
0 (ω,q) =

N↓(0)kF↓
q

Ψd

(
ω +B + iη

kF↓q
− q

2kF↓

)
− N↑(0)kF↑

q
Ψd

(
ω +B + iη

kF↑q
+

q

2kF↑

)
(21)

Here, units of m = 1 were used, which allows us to replace vFσ by kFσ. In 3d, the density of states at the Fermi level

N(0)σ = kFσ

2π2 in the definitions used by Giuliani and Vignale [16], where ⟨n⟩ = 1
(2π)3

∫
d3kf(ϵk) =

k3
F

6π2 , E = k2F /2 so

N(0) = dn/dE = (dn/dkF )(dE/dkF )
−1 = kF

2π2 . Similarly, the total density and magnetization can be obtained from
the two Fermi wavevectors as ⟨n⟩ = 1

6π2 (k
3
F↑ + k3F↓) and 2 ⟨Sz⟩ = 1

6π2 (k
3
F↑ − k3F↓).

We now consider a contact interaction in the spin channel, i.e., U(q) = U independent of q. For the RPA, we need
to include the Hartree terms into χ0. Thus, we need a self-consistent solution between the input parameters U , B
and kF,↑, kF,↓, according to the following conditions:

1

2
k2F↑ −

1

2
k2F↓ = Beff = B + 2U ⟨Sz⟩ = B +

4π

3
U(k3F,↑ − k3F,↓)

k3F,↑ + k3F,↓ = 2 (22)

Here, the second condition normalizes the total electron density so that kF = 1 at B = 0. Alternatively, it would also
be possible to fix µ. Now, we get the RPA susceptibility as χ(ω,q) = χ0(ω,q)/(1− Uχ0(ω,q)).

Supplementary Note 2: Spontaneously broken symmetry

In this work, we consider paramagnetic systems in the presence of an external magnetic field. There are some
similarities and difference compared to systems with spontaneously broken symmetry, such as ferromagnets and
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antiferromagnets, which have also been investigated using DMFT [24]. Locally, both situations are very similar,
while there are qualitative global differences. In the susceptibility, the difference between spontaneous and explicit
symmetry breaking is visible at small q. For spontaneously broken symmetries, Goldstone’s theorem is essential and
guarantees the presence of low-energy modes in the spin susceptibility. In the present study, there is no Goldstone
mode in χSxSx

, but there are Goldstone modes present in χSzSz

and χnn (not shown in the manuscript), or in other
words in χ↑↑ and χ↓↓. These modes are related to the phase symmetries c†σ → eiϕc†σ, which are present in the system
even when SU(2) symmetry is broken, and correspond to the conservation of the total particle number

∑
a na and

magnetization
∑

a S
z
a . In addition to the Larmor/Goldstone mode, both our system and systems with spontaneously

broken symmetry have a high-energy electron-hole continuum starting at Beff, which is qualitative similar in both
cases.

Supplementary Note 3: Evolution of spectra with interaction strength

A larger number of single-particle spectral functions are shown in Supplementary Figure 3. Starting from small U ,
we find good quasiparticles for both majority (↑) and minority (↓) spin, which get broadened as U increases. For the
majority spin, the broadening then reduces once the majority band gets depopulated. At the same time, the spectral
function of the minority spin channel splits in two separate dispersing branches. The higher branch is Hartree-shifted
to high energy while the lower branch is pinned close to the Fermi level.

The majority and minority spin spectral functions of the fully spin polarized system are reminiscent of those found
in ferromagnetic half-metals [25], where the spin symmetry is broken spontaneously instead of by a magnetic field.
In ferromagnetic half-metals, the high-energy minority spin band is interpreted as a normal quasiparticle with a very
short lifetime due to the scattering off the majority spin electrons, while the low-energy minority states close to the
Fermi level can be interpreted as non-quasiparticle states which are a superposition of a majority electron and a
magnon spin wave excitation [25].

In the present model, to get some intuition for these low-energy states at large U , one could start with imagining
frozen majority electrons in real space. In that case, if we insert a minority electron, it can hop while avoiding the
sites occupied by majority electrons. The associated state is dispersive, has an energy independent of U , but has
a reduced bandwidth, since some hopping opportunities are excluded. This picture is imperfect, since the majority
electrons are not frozen and the true eigenstates upon insertion of a minority electron involves the correlated motion
of the minority and majority particles, leading to scattering with momentum transfer between the spin flavors and a
finite lifetime of the minority electrons. A precise investigation of the nature of the minority electron states is left for
future investigations.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Single-particle spectral function Aσ(E,k) in DMFT, for µ = 1, as a function of the Hubbard
interaction U from U = 1 to U = 12. Note that the same color scales are used for all spectral functions (see Fig. 2 in the main
text), values outside this range are plotted as dark red/blue. Furthermore, very narrow bands can become invisible in the pixel
map.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Gilbert damping in real space. Shown is the Gilbert damping α(R) as a function of the distance |R|,
for Hubbard interaction U = 4 (blue crosses) and U = 9 (orange plusses, enhanced by a factor 10 for visibility). All results at
chemical potential µ = 1.

Supplementary Note 4: Gilbert damping in real space

The Gilbert damping α(q) can also be considered in real space, as α(R), by performing a Fourier transform of
α(q). Supplementary figure 4 shows the results for U = 4 and U = 9, i.e., moderate and strong correlations. For
reference, similar results for Fe, Ni and Co are available in Figure 4 of Thonig et al. [28]. Our results show oscillations
and relatively slow spatial decay. The overall magnitude of α as well as the spatial tail are larger in magnitude for
the moderately correlated system (U = 4), which was also visible in α(q). Note that Thonig et al. [28] considered
systems with spin-orbit coupling, which leads to finite damping at q (as discussed in the main text) and to a much
larger local than non-local α. For our systems, α(|R| = 0) and α(|R| = 1) are more similar in magnitude, and∑

R α(R) = α(q = 0) = 0.
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